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A Legacy of Leadership

C

ommunity-owned, homegrown utilities share a local service
orientation that is unique in the industry. Each one also serves
an individual community that is unique in its people, history and
locale. Out of that dual uniqueness, a kinship of perspective and
commitment among municipal managers offers personal bonds and
a powerful network—a virtual community of communities—ready
in service to any municipality fortunate to own its local utility.
Those were among the clear beliefs of former Springfield CU
General Manager Robert Roundtree, who passed away in late
January in his native Gainesville, Florida. The generation of
municipal leaders emerging since his 2002 retirement may not fully
realize the impact of his leadership. A natural leader, he was a
committed supporter and mentor as well. It was the perfect subject
honoring his long Association leadership when APPA established
the Robert E. Roundtree Award to recognize “Rising Stars,” young
leaders demonstrating potential for careers of extraordinary
contribution.
In Springfield, his tenure’s achievements seemed countless: longterm foundations for water and energy supply, water quality
protection, broadband development, and other major ingredients of
Springfield’s prosperity and quality of life. He also carefully tended
to the health and readiness of City Utilities itself, seeing it as a
powerful lever to lift the future of the community. He took to heart
the quotations from Abe Lincoln, Thomas Edison, and Oprah that
all boil down to “Luck is preparation meeting opportunity.” He
believed Springfield could make its own luck, with a boost from a
prepared CU. Undoubtedly a lesson for us all.
His role in establishing MPUA could probably be called “the crucial
silent partner.” He was not the architect, but was prepared to be an
underwriter if necessary. Bringing together Missouri’s separate
statewide municipal utility organizations could not have been
attempted without Mr. Roundtree and CU as a moving force.
That era of the late 1990s presented special challenges for Missouri
municipals. Policymakers were concerned about adequate electric
supply growth. Some power suppliers were not renewing contracts,
and available contracts tended to be fairly short term.
Environmental restrictions were growing. Legislative limits on
municipal broadband and communications services were pushed
even where other providers were not available. Most significantly,
intense nationwide debate over electric “deregulation” brought all
planning into question. Difficult times without question, but with
almost fifty years of career experience by then, Mr. Roundtree
wanted preparation dynamic enough for unknown equal or greater
challenges beyond the horizon. As with all our MPUA founders, the
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central objective was municipal utility collaboration strong enough
to overcome limitations of local scale. Whether advocating public
policy, acquiring resources, attracting expertise, or whatever else,
preparation should be made for the unexpected threats and
opportunities.
I had not visited with Mr. Roundtree in recent years but like to
think that he was proud of what has been achieved through
MPUA. His colleagues and successors from throughout the state
and region have nurtured the original vision of broad
collaboration. They have applied it to achieve anticipated
efficiencies and to capitalize on unforeseen opportunities.

“Bringing together
Missouri’s separate
statewide municipal
utility organizations
could not have been
attempted without
Mr. Roundtree and
CU as a moving force.”
The legislative clout developed in order to protect basic services
also enabled crucial reshaping of the law for joint funding of
electric and water projects. Technical personnel recruited for
agency projects is now increasingly valuable for complexities of all
members’ systems. Many members count on MPUA to manage or
guide compliance with federalized market and security standards
totally unimagined twenty years ago. Similarly, counseling on a
multitude of environmental compliance requirements is readily
available through MPUA.
Repeatedly, formerly outsourced functions have been brought inhouse for MPUA internal savings and then eventually provide the
basis for supporting members’ individual needs. What might have
pleased Mr. Roundtree most is the bright young talent we have
(Continued on next page)

(President’s Desk… continued from previous page)

attracted, now so eagerly applying amazing knowledge and
expertise to functions we would never have envisioned 20 years
ago. Data analytics, meteorology, economic analysis,
environmental chemistry—and new IT expertise added this
month—are now capabilities within MPUA. This enables
measuring performance not just against more expensive
competitors but even against our potentials as known with perfect
hindsight.
Most importantly, MPUA staff and board members have all
inherited the alertness and capacity to adapt as conditions and
needs evolve more rapidly. Rising levels of public skepticism and
legislative challenge increase the political challenges that were Mr.
Roundtree’s constant focus. Growing technological opportunities
are shifting service requirements from commodities to expertise.
The customer relationship is being transformed in terms of
expectations and interactive capacities. Thanks to Robert
Roundtree and his colleagues and contemporaries, we can
continue to sharpen MPUA as a tool of collective strength,
preparing ourselves for ever new horizons.
One more quotation to close with, from another gentleman
reputed to know something about adaptation and survival: “It is
the long history of humankind that those who learned to
collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.” Thank
you, Mr. Darwin and Mr. Roundtree. ◄

Don’t forget to register for

SPRING
TECH
2019

MPUA welcomes new staff
Cheri Howard joined MPUA as
our Receptionist in late November.
Callers to MPUA may already
recognize Cheri’s friendly voice on the
line, as she previously served MPUA’s
front desk last fall for several weeks in
a temporary role. MPUA was very
pleased to welcome her to a full time
position. Among her work
experiences before joining MPUA,
Cheri served as a 911 Emergency
Operator for Cooper County for 10 years. Cheri and her husband
Chris live in Boonville with teenage sons Vincent (18), and Eric
(16), where they also own and operate the Howard Funeral Home.
Cheri enjoys reading and spending many weekends camping in the
family’s RV. ◄

Kevin Fulks joined MPUA Feb. 4 as
Information Technologies Manager.
Kevin joins us after working for two
electric distribution cooperatives. For
the last three years Kevin worked at
one of the nation’s biggest electric
coops, Lee County Electric in Fort
Myers Florida, as Technical Services
Supervisor in their Power Delivery
Division. Prior to that position he was
Manager of Information Technologies
for Ozark Electric in Mt. Vernon,
where he focused on all IT-related needs of the cooperative. He
received a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Information
Systems from Missouri State University. Kevin is married to Susan
and has two children, Brandon and Lillian. ◄

See pages 14-15, and
registration form insert
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Member Services

Connie Ford
cford@mpua.org

Regional Roundtables Build Relationships

S

haring resources and information is
nothing new to Missouri municipal
utilities. For decades, our communities have
taken the state slogan seriously and have
shown their support for each other. For
those attending the MPUA regional
roundtable discussions, the benefits can
ultimately save utility employees time which
makes attending a meeting worthwhile.
MPUA staff members are also kept up-todate on trends and how the association can
be of assistance. Regional utility roundtable
discussions are an easy way to get feedback
on critical issues and to learn lessons from
other utilities’ approaches.

Utitltiy

South-Central
Realizing the managerial benefits of spending
time together, a group of city administrators
in the South-Central region of Missouri’s has
a history of gathering together. This made the transition to a utility
roundtable easily gain momentum. These cities met in West Plains
in September and St. James in January. Discussions of customerinstalled solar power ranged from marketing practices seen in the
area, billing system calculations for net metering, service availability
fees, and proposed low-income housing solar microgrids.
Approaches to installing Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
were covered and the benefits to the utility’s system including more
detailed data were discussed. This led to discussion on deposits and
disconnect procedures for non-payment procedures. Retention of
linemen continues to present issues, and a linemen wage study was
suggested. Some cities have started or are planning water/
wastewater projects and financing them through bonds and grants.
Although each city has its own challenges, each participant was
supported by the group, with sharing of similar experiences and
advice. This group will meet again this spring.

Northeast
Hannibal was the host of the January meeting, where discussion
started with legislative issues and where area legislators stood on
proposed laws and hot topics. The items discussed were mainly
about construction bids, low-income electric rates, stopping
socialism, and funds for rural broadband development. Several
attendees mentioned ways to show due diligence and transparency
to citizens when there is a proposal to sell a municipally-owned
(Continued on page 7)
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Discussion gets lively at St. James for
the South-Central region’s roundtable

(Continued from page 6)

utility. An announcement by the Public Service
Commission about the Grain Belt Express
transmission project, expected in March, was a
topic of conversation. This line could bring
inexpensive wind energy to cities across the state.
Hannibal Board of Public Works’ Finance
Director, Abraham Gray, calculated that the wind
contract could bring a $750,000 annual savings
over current prices in the MISO marketplace.
Water/wastewater permits and EPA standards
were reviewed. Attendees thought developing a
template for an Integrated Management Plan for
wastewater/stormwater utilities would be helpful,
Northeast region roundtable participants dig into the issues
especially with an education and outreach part of
the plan to establish the community’s priorities.
Each city reviewed their efforts with building a
fiber optic network and AMI which provided some good
Interested in hosting a regional meeting in the Northwest?
discussion on lessons learned. Issues with billing software
Southwest? Southeast? Give us a call or email cford@mpua.org.
garnered substantial input and although each city has different
Each region decides how often to meet and sets the discussion
issues, sharing challenges brought about comradery. This group
topics for the meeting, which is held from 10:30 to 2:30. ◄
decided to meet twice a year, so look for another meeting this
summer.
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Member Spotlight
by Kerry Cordray, kcordray@mpua.org
Front cover and all article photos courtesy of Conway Corp
Front cover : Kenny Beaty, wastewater plant Lab Supervisor, Conway Corp

N

ot many miles south of where the Ozark highlands descend
into the Arkansas River Valley sits a vibrant city of more
than 65,000 that is an economic and educational epicenter for the
north-central Arkansas region – Conway, Arkansas, situated 35
miles north of Little Rock.
Conway is historically a “City of Colleges”, according to its
nickname, anchored by institutions of post-secondary education.
The presence of Hendrix College, the University of Central
Arkansas, and Central Baptist College drive Conway’s economic
vitality, and an educated younger workforce.
The city’s early drive to be a center for higher learning also directly
shaped the formation of its public utility system. Faced during the
Great Depression with potentially losing Hendrix College, city
leaders formed the Conway Corporation in 1929 to raise funds to
keep Hendrix in Conway, and to assist other educational
institutions. Soon after its creation, Conway Corp assumed
operations of the city’s electric light plant, waterworks and
wastewater plant.
Perhaps even more than those early city leaders envisioned,
Conway’s emphasis on education fostered a lively economic
engine that contributed in turn to rapid community growth. The
city has more than tripled in size since the 1980 census, and
Conway Corp has run a decades-long race to meet the growing
needs of its citizen-owners. During that same period of time, in

addition to meeting skyrocketing water, sewer and electric needs,
the Corporation has added a cable TV system (1981), high speed
broadband internet service (1997), digital telephone (2008), and
security service and automation services (2016).
Along the way, the utility joined the Missouri Association of
Municipal Utilities (MAMU) in 2006, becoming one of the 10
MPUA-member utilities that are located in Arkansas.
GROWING ENGAGEMENT WITH MPUA
During its most recent decades of intense growth, Conway Corp’s
involvement with MAMU was initiated to take advantage of
MPUA’s Apprentice Lineworker Training Program. Its first
apprentices to achieve certification as Journeymen Lineworkers
‘graduated’ in 2010. Since that time, eight Conway Corp
apprentices have earned journeyman credentials through MPUA’s
training, and there are now six Conway lineworkers at different
stages of their apprenticeships. “Safety is paramount here, and the
program has prepared and qualified our staff for safety
certifications they need, especially for changes in the industry over
the years since 2006,” said Brett McDaniel, Conway Corp’s
Manager of Engineering and Planning. “The quality of the
training gets them home safely at night, so we value and
consistently use it.”
The utility also takes advantage of on-site refresher sessions
provided through the program. “For five
or six years we’ve done sessions MPUA
performs on-site for us,” said Jim Moore,
Conway Corp’s Electric Distribution
System Manager and a 33-year veteran of
the electric department “Once a year,
they've provided training over a two-day
period, the same class on two days so we
can send half our people one day, another
half the second day, and know we've
covered everybody in the department. It
has covered different subjects we need as
journeymen linemen. This year it’s on
lifting operations with line trucks and
cranes, focusing on the rigging and
procedures to safely lift transformers and
other heavy electrical equipment.” The

MPUA apprentice and advanced lineworker training has met
training needs for Conway Corp electric department crews since 2006.
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(Continued on next page)

(Continued from previous page)

advanced training contributed to Conway
Corp’s current designation as a Reliable
Public Power Provider (RP3), the national
recognition made by the American Public
Power Association (APPA) for public
power utilities demonstrating the highest
levels of reliability, safety, workforce
development and system improvement.
Conway’s lineworker MPUA training goes
hand-in-glove with it taking an active role
as partners in MPUA’s Mutual Aid
Network. “In October 2018, we sent a crew
of five to Tallahassee to aid in recovery
work after Hurricane Michael,” said Moore.
The Conway line crew was part of a combined force of 47
lineworkers organized by MPUA’s network. “It was a great
learning opportunity for these guys to go on that mission,” he
added. “And of course, there’s the great benefit that, if a natural
disaster happens here at Conway, we have reassurance that we’ll
get the same kind of back-up and recovery assistance from other
systems in the network.”
GROWING COMMUNITY & GROWING UTILITIES
Keeping pace with the city’s mushrooming rate of growth has
required Conway Corp to grow just as quickly to meet the
community needs. Briefly, a few of its most recent notable
infrastructure projects include the following:
• In July of 2014, Conway Corp completed construction on its
Tupelo Bayou Wastewater Treatment Plant, a $66 million project
replacing a previous plant. Its advanced treatment technology
includes an activated sludge treatment system and ultraviolet
disinfection. Designed to process an initial flow of up to 16 million
gallons a day (16 MGD), the city anticipates an expansion to 24
MGD with planned capacity increases by 2030, and ultimately may
expand to 32 MGD.
• In March of 2015 a 5,700 square-foot data center was completed,
to serve as a new master ‘head-end’ facility to receive, process and
distribute signals for its cable television system, and to support
equipment and operations for digital video, broadband internet
and telephone services. The FEMA-rated ‘hardened’ facility was
built to withstand wind speeds of up to 250 miles per hour, and
can serve as an emergency storm shelter.
• A long-term expansion plan led to the utility’s opening of a new
Customer Care Center in February 2017. The 30,000 square foot
center anchors Conway Corp’s downtown presence and houses its
customer services department (including a 2-lane customer service
drive thru), billing services and marketing departments, a training
facility, executive staff offices, and room for future expansion.

Conway Corp’s new Customer Care Center
anchors its presence in downtown Conway

ABOUT CONWAY CORP
ELECTRIC: Conway Corp maintains approximately 290
miles of primary electric line and 1,785 miles of secondary
lines. It has six substations, 10,266 streetlights, and serves
more than 31,000 meters. It receives power from the White
Bluff & Independence power plants, as well as a series of
bilateral and market purchases.
WATER: Conway Corp’s drinking water service was
established in 1930. It’s original water treatment plant at the
current location was built in 1962, and expanded in 1968 and
1985. A new plant was built in 2004. The system is able to
meet current water regulation standards, delivering water
through 426 miles of water mains to 26,717 meters/
connections. The system includes 5 water towers. The city’s
water source is Brewer Lake, near Plumerville, AR. Water
usage currently averages about 8.4 million gallons per day, with
a plant capacity of 24 MGD.
SEWER: Conway Corp maintains 303 miles of gravity sewer
mains and 20 miles of pressure mains. It has 7 lift stations and
7,328 manholes. The first sewers in Conway were constructed
in the 1920s. Its Tupelo Bayou Wastewater treatment plant
(activated sludge with anaerobic digestion) was constructed in
2014. Its Tucker Creek plant (facultative, aerated lagoon) was
constructed in 1993. The total wastewater processing average
is currently 9.9 million gallons-per-day, with a combined
capacity of 22.4 million GPD. The receiving stream for both
plants is the Arkansas River.
INTERNET, CABLE TV, TELEPHONE &
SECURITY:
• Internet: 20,000 subscribers
• Cable TV: 13,000 subscribers
• Telephone: 3,200 subscribers
• Security: 460 subscribers ◄

(Continued on page 22)
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Cities of Harrisonville, Fredericktown, Rock Port, and Gallatin
receive MoPEP grants for electric system improvements

T

he Missouri Public Energy Pool (MoPEP) has recently
awarded more than $193,000 in grants to electric
departments for Harrisonville, Fredericktown, Rock Port,
and Gallatin, to support upgrades to their cities’ electrical
systems. The grants are part of the MoPEP Power
Infrastructure Modernization Grant Program.
Representatives of MPUA presented checks city council
meetings in Harrisonville and Fredericktown in late
January. A grant presentation will be made to Rock Port on
Feb. 20, and also to Gallatin on Feb 25.
Harrisonville is using its grant award of $116,550 as part of
Harrisonville leaders receive MoPEP grant on Jan. 21
the cost for new and rebuilt transmission lines.
Fredericktown is using a grant of $54,035 as part of the cost for The MoPEP Power Infrastructure Modernization Grant Program
utility poles and lines used for an ongoing project to upgrade the helps MoPEP member municipal utilities invest in long term
city’s distribution system voltage from 2,400 volts (2.4 kV) to 7,200 capital assets of their local electric systems, to improve reliability
volts (7.2 kV). Rock Port is using a grant of $14,812 for utility poles and efficiency of electric infrastructure for systems supplied
and lines for an ongoing project to upgrade the city’s distribution through MoPEP.
system voltage from 2,400 volts (2.4 kV) to 4,130 volts (4.13 kV).
Since the 2015 start of the grant program, 26 of MoPEP’s 35 cities
Gallatin will use its grant award of $7,883 as part of the cost for a
have received grants totaling more than $2.8 million, under the
utility pole replacement project. All four cities have received
program to improve their electric system operations. For more
previous grant awards under the program, also used for past
information on the program or to apply, contact Konda Bentley at
electric system improvements.
573-445-3279, or kbentley@mpua.org. ◄
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Apprentices graduate to Journeyman Lineman Status

Apprentice linemen work on written tests in December 2018

A

s municipal utilities launched operations for 2019, 23
Missouri apprentices and 9 Arkansas apprentices became
certified as Journeyman Linemen by completing the academic
requirements of the four-year MJMEUC Apprentice Lineman
Training Program. In addition, one individual completed the fouryear Underground Systems Specialist Training Program and two
individuals completed the Advanced Journeyman Program. The
graduates received certificates of completion from MPUA and the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training.

•KENNETT: Dylan Sams
•ORBITAL ATK: Ty Spear
•ROCK PORT: Trevor Hale, Damien Pritt
•ROLLA: Jestin Casto, Joshua McBride
•SCOBEE POWERLINE: Colby Larson
•ST. JAMES: Christopher Mueller, Skyler Westrup
•STEELVILLE: Matthew Simpson

Since the inception of the Apprentice Lineman Training Program
in 1989, there have been 679 apprentices graduate to Journeyman
Lineman status. The 2018 class had a total of 108 apprentices
enrolled from 48 member cities throughout the state of Missouri;
53 apprentices from 9 member cities in the state of Arkansas; and
1 apprentice from the state of Mississippi. To date there are 159
students (103-MO, 55-AR, 1-MS) registered for the 2019
Apprentice Program.

•AR VALLEY ELECTRIC: Dalton Dozier, Steven Hurt,
Zach Pettis
•CONWAY CORP: Cory Cox
•NORTH LITTLE ROCK: Zachery Kimsey, Matthew
Ragland
•OSCEOLA: Matthew Brown
•SILOAM SPRINGS: Charles A. Moore
•WEST MEMPHIS: Devin Douglas

Congratulations go to the following Missouri students on
completing the apprentice program.
•CALIFORNIA: Ronald Baker
•CHILLICOTHE: Thomas Wombwell
•COLUMBIA: Kody Kile, Mark Morse
•CROFT ELECTRIC: Ryan Booher
•FARMINGTON: Matthew Dotson, Leslie Houston
•FULTON: Zachary Fischer, Ryan Witt
•GALLATIN: Michael Bradley, Eric Kloepping, Mark Morey
•HARRISONVILLE: Brett Roof

Congratulations also to the following Arkansas students on
completing the apprentice program:

In addition:
•Michael Bopp from the University of Missouri-Energy
Management completed the four-year Underground Systems
Specialist Training Program.
•Ethan Hustead from Palmyra and Jesse Woolman from Nixa
completed the one-year Advanced Journeyman Lineman
Program.
Congratulations to all the graduates! ◄
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A holistic technology game plan
-Staff Contribution

S

mart phones. Smart meters. Smart homes. The list of smart
items to make our lives easier changes quickly – although
on the flip side, integrating new technologies can be a daunting
task. To fully embrace the latest utility sector developments,
having a strategy to incorporate new technologies is more
important than ever. A strong foundation for any smart city is
data, and communicating data.
With big data comes a need for a system to analyze the vast
amount of data and transform it into actionable information.
Tracking your assets in a Geographic Information System (GIS)
and accessing interval metering data will enable a wide-range of
benefits. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) data allows
the utility and customers to analyze usage to save money.
Utilities can also be ready for time-of-use rates to send market
price signals, which will be important with the emerging electric
vehicle market. GIS talking to the metering system in real time
makes a live outage map a reality. Collecting transformer data
will give you loading information. This can indicate when a
replacement is needed before a failure causes an outage. By
selecting technologies that benefit each other, your utility can
capitalize on all the features that will streamline operations, keep
the cost to serve low, and provide a reliable product.
Data sitting stored on a server and not being used is a waste.
Strides are being made each day to create a more wireless world,
but fiber optic networks will still have a role in the future. Many
utilities already have key assets tied together with fiber

CHECK IT OUT!
And register for

SPRING TECH 2019.
on pages 14 & 15.
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communications. Looking ahead, there will be more grid
automation to remotely operate devices in the field. For
communities without high-speed internet, fiber to the home
would provide better access to the rest of the world, and help
the community attract new businesses. A municipal utility can
further leverage their investments of poles, easements, and line
equipment by coordinating efforts with neighboring utilities
and private companies. Setting up your community for quickly
sharing huge amounts of data is a smart place to be.
Building the right foundation for your community so
applications of this data can be utilized is critically important.
Ask yourself of any new project: where is the future heading
with this product/service? And how can you make sure the
correct building blocks are in place? Any new technology
should improve the community and build trust between the
utility and the people. Taking a holistic approach to
positioning your utility will enable your community to be a
smart city.
APPA members: download a copy of “Creating a Smart City
Roadmap for Public Power Utilities” for more detailed
information. ◄

Washington Report
Legislative Rally to focus on infrastructure,
grid security, and other public power issues
By Desmarie Waterhouse, VP, Government Relations and
Counsel, American Public Power Association

L

ater this month, members of the public power community
from across the country will travel to Washington, D.C., for
the American Public Power Association’s annual legislative rally,
which provides Association members an important opportunity to
help public power communities make their voices heard in the
halls of Congress.
The Legislative Rally will take place against the backdrop of six
congressional priorities that public power has for 2019: (1)
infrastructure; (2) municipal bonds; (3) power marketing
administrations (PMAs) and the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA); (4) grid security; (5) wholesale power markets; and (6) the
environment.
For the 2019 Legislative Rally, which will be held Feb. 25-27,
officials from member utilities will meet with federal lawmakers
and staff to discuss public power’s views on several key issues
including hydropower licensing reform, defending the core
mission of the PMAs and TVA, grid security, bond
modernization, and climate change. The Legislative Rally will also
focus on Stafford Act and Endangered Species Act reform.
We’re keeping a close eye on possible legislative action on
infrastructure. Should Congress consider infrastructure legislation
this year that includes an energy title, we will push for it to include
provisions preserving and promoting hydropower.
The Association continues to strongly encourage Congress to pass
legislation to cut the lengthy, duplicative, and at times,
contradictory regulatory processes for relicensing existing
hydropower projects. The current licensing process constitutes a
significant impediment to the development of new hydropower
facilities and the relicensing of existing facilities.
Other energy-related priorities the Association would support
being included in an infrastructure bill include funding for
research on energy storage and grid modernization, and language
to improve the interstate natural gas pipeline permitting process.
We will also continue to oppose proposals to divest the
transmission assets held by TVA and three of the PMAs and
changing the current cost-based rate structure for the PMAs to
market-based rates.
The release of President Trump’s Fiscal Year 2020 budget
proposal will be delayed due to the month-long government
shutdown and it is unclear whether it will propose to divest the
transmission assets of the PMAs and TVA. President Trump’s FY

2019 budget request made a similar proposal.
Meanwhile, climate change issues will be front and center with
Democrats in the majority in the House. The Association will
continue educating lawmakers and congressional staff on public
power’s efforts to reduce its carbon dioxide emissions and
support for policies that foster emissions-free generation, such as
hydropower and nuclear, or that reduce energy use, such as energy
efficiency and demand response. We will also discuss the
importance of having a diverse supply of resources to keep
electricity affordable and reliable.
With respect to grid security, the Association believes that close
coordination among industry and government partners at all levels
is imperative to deterring attacks and preparing for emergency
situations and, as such, will continue to invest considerable
resources into this effort.
We support the adoption by public power utilities of appropriate
physical-security measures that consider the specific assets being
secured.
In addition, the Association supports enhanced dialogue between
the industry and federal government on physical security threats
and potential remediation but does not support federal mandates
in this area at the distribution level because a one-size-fits-all
approach would do little to secure those assets.
We expect oversight hearings in 116th Congress, particularly in
the House, and government and industry grid security activities
will certainly be a subject of interest.
The Association will work to make sure that legislators have an
opportunity to hear about the good work that public power and
the broader electric utility industry is doing on grid security.
In the area of disaster response, the Association would like to see
improvements to the Stafford Act beyond those enacted in 2018.
For example, the Association has proposed a safe harbor from
Federal Acquisition Regulation requirements for debris removal
and emergency protective measures. Under this proposal, state,
tribal, or local government compliance with state, tribal, or local
government procurement requirements that promote full and
open competition would constitute compliance with federal
procurement requirements for purposes of the Stafford Act.
The Association also believes the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and lawmakers should consider ways to
make it easier to use disaster mitigation funds to improve electric
(Continued on page 26)
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SPRING
TECH 2019
IDENTICAL TRAINING IN EACH CIT Y
Wednesday, March 13: Waynesville
Ozark Technical College, 600 GW Lane, room 116 and 118

Thursday, March 14: Hannibal
Fiddlestiks Restaurant, 8945 US Highway 36

9:30 am - 3:30 pm
COST: $70 members, $85 non-members (lunch provided)
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: March 5
REGISTRATION FORM: see

magazine insert or download at mpua.org

Send completed registration form to:
training@mpua.org or fax to 573-445-0680

Training for employees
who design, operate
and maintain electric,
water and wastewater
utilities.
The goal of Spring Tech training is to
provide front line workers access to
training that helps make their daily
work more productive and keeps them
in touch with the latest changes in the
utility industry.

Invoice will be sent once you register. Payment can be made by check or credit card.

Sponsored in part by:

MDNR License Renewal Hours: 3 for water treatment & distribution, and 3.5 hours for wastewater (Waynesville
#1904269, and Hannibal #1902270). Professional Engineers are eligible for 4.5 hours of PDHs.
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ELECTRIC SESSIONS
Arc Flash: safety and 2018 NFPA 70E code updates by Daniel Bauerkemper, Lutz, Daily & Brain
The 2018 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70E code standards for Electrical Safety in the Workplace has changes that can be confusing. Learn more
details about changes to the code and how to keep staff members safe. Tips on how arc flash assessments can keep you in line with the regulations will be
shared.
Drones: reducing costs and keeping workers safe by Rob Erdelen and Shailendra Singh, Commercial UAV Solutions with Honeywell | Aerospace
Commercial-grade unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or drones can make an electric utility’s staff smarter about their system while staying a safe distance away.
Drone videos, photos, and 3-D modeling make vegetation management, line inspections, and responding to storm damage a much easier task.
Electric vehicle developments and impacts on electric system by Larry Kinder, LilyPad EV
Get some background information on electric vehicle (EV) adoption and the charging infrastructure needed to support them. Kinder will focus on the technical
aspects of EV charging station installation and required power configurations for both Level 2 and DC Fast stations. There will be a review of the Missouri VW
air emission trust settlement funds for deploying a state-wide network of EV charging stations along highway corridors.
Ultrasonic tomography pole testing and joint pole usage audits by Wayne Hall, Utility Asset Management
Ultrasonic Tomography testing is used in both comprehensive pole testing programs and as a "spot-check" for linemen before they climb a pole to ensure its
integrity. Ultrasonic Tomography testing has the benefit of causing no damage to the pole, it is a key tool to identify target poles before they are drilled. Joint
Use Audits provide a measurable image of each pole structure and are used to obtain inventories of equipment and communications attachments, in addition to
finding National Electric Safety Code violations.
Connector Theory: connection design and specification criteria by Jay Breitenbach, Burndy
With the goal of safety, reliability, and cost, pointers for selecting the best electrical connector will be presented. There will be a review of various connector
applications and related conditions to consider when selecting an appropriate means of connection.

WATER/WASTEWATER SESSIONS
Building a Smart Wastewater Network by Brandon Freeman, TREKK Design
Studies show that, on average, 80% of collection system issues reside in 20% of the entire system. Traditional flow monitoring is limited in solving the issues. This
presentation will discuss refined technologies to aid in locating surcharging, overflows and infiltration and inflow. Micro-detection can be accomplished quickly and
inexpensively which can help visually confirm the exact cause of the problem. Together, these tools form the backbone of an intelligent wastewater network. Cost
of implementation, demonstration of technologies, and analytics will be discussed, using real case studies throughout Missouri.
Evaluations to optimize conventional water treatment filters by Allison Morris, Burns & McDonnell
Implementation of a regular filter inspection protocol provides operators with the tools and knowledge to maintain filter performance and enhance the lifetime
effectiveness of their filters. A filter evaluation can be conducted to assess the filtration performance by examining a series of performance indicators and physical
evaluations. If the filter evaluation identifies problematic or low-performance areas, filter improvements specific to the identified issue can be recommended.
How to stay out of enforcement by Kristi Savage-Clarke and Logan Cole, Missouri Department of Natural Resources
Hear from the regulators on the best tips to keep your facility out of enforcement when things go wrong (and they will). Kristi and Logan will take you through
some scenarios on how to reach out for compliance assistance instead of ending up with an enforcement case in Jefferson City.
Stormwater! We all have it. by Rob Morrison, Barr Engineering
A stormwater discussion that includes information on your local government, MS4 Program. A municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) is a conveyance or
system of conveyances that is owned or operated by a public entity. But NPDES permits also include requirements for a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program
(SWPPP). So, what are the best management practices to ensure that you’re in compliance with your permit? What are the best education tools to use? This
presentation will take you through how to develop and implement a compliant MS4 Program or Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program.
What is in my Permit? And what about these metals? By Nick Muenks, Geosyntec
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits, written by MDNR can be difficult to navigate. We have seen a variety of requirement changes, flexibilities,
and streamlining over the past couple of years. With the Red Tape Reduction rules in place, permits should allow even more flexibilities now. This presentation will
teach you what to look for when you receive a draft permit and what you can ask for if you are unhappy with a certain requirement. Additionally, we have seen
an increase in metals requirements. This presentation will take you through several options of metals testing that can greatly benefit your city.

GENERAL SESSION FOR ALL ATTENDEES
Updates from Missouri One Call on Utility Locates by Bill Murray, Missouri One Call System
A unique opportunity to hear the latest from Missouri One Call from someone who previously worked in the utility field for 35 years. There will be plenty of time
for exchanges with Murray so bring your city’s questions about utility locates and working with contractors.
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Advanced Metering: Purpose Built
for Municipal Utility Systems

T

he Hometown Connections, Inc. (HCI) Advanced Metering
Program offers public utilities an advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI) solution – purpose built for the unique needs,
objectives, and complexities of municipal utility systems.
Lower risk and cost-effective pathway to AMI for public utility
systems

•Service Level Agreements.
•Designed as a comprehensive solution with the goal of
eliminating future unbudgeted costs related to compliance,
software upgrades, system expansion, etc.
Flexibility

The Advanced Metering Program’s pioneering design provides
customers with a holistic solution leveraging extensive public utility
experience and partnerships with expert service providers with the
goal of reducing management complexity, lowering longterm risk,
improving operational and system efficiencies, and forecasting/
predicting future costs of complex technology systems.

Choice of applications and integrations.

Public utility systems utilizing the program will deploy a best of
breed infrastructure (meters, wireless network communications,
applications, and systems integrations) enabling the use of and
support for a wide range of innovative and advanced technologies
to serve the utility’s current needs and provide a platform for future
smart city initiatives.

•Senior level resources available to provide training and
guidance to ensure staff are able to use the system effectively.

>> PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•Mature technology partners with millions of deployed meters and
hundreds of application integrations to public power CIS, GIS,
SCADA, and OMS systems.z
•No meter lock-in — supports electric, water and gas meters from a
number of major manufacturers.

Choice of multiple meter hardware manufacturers.
Value
•Wholesale pricing on meters, network equipment, and
applications.

•Scalable from the smallest to the largest public utility systems.
Contact Info
For more information on how the HCI Advanced Meter
Program can assist your municipal utility system, contact:
ami@hometownconnections.com ◄

>> AMI by the numbers <<

•Industry leading radio frequency (RF) wireless networking
technologies paired with standards-based communications for
maximizing reliability and openness to ensure maximum useful life
out of the investment.

 72 MILLION

•Service Level Agreement guaranteeing network availability and
meter reads.

 90 MILLION MORE

•Advanced cyber protection, full Disaster Recovery, and 24/7/365
security and operations monitoring of all systems - ensuring a
functional and robust meter-to-cash process.
•Designed to be effective and beneficial for public utility systems of
every size.

>> WHY THE HCI PROGRAM?

Advanced meters deployed
throughout the U.S. as of 2016. *
Expected to be deployed throughout
the U.S. by the end of 2020. *
 1.51 BILLION MWH

Energy served through advanced
meters in the U.S. and its territories as
of 2016. **

Risk Reduction

* According to December 2017 report published by The Edison

•A program that aligns with the goals and values of public utilities.

Foundation.

•Single point of accountability for the delivery and performance of
the program.

** U.S. Energy Information Administration for EIA-861
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Advocacy Watch

Ewell Lawson
elawson@mpua.org

Municipal utilities eligible for broadband grants, loans

R

eliable broadband connectivity is important to all areas, just
ask small town America. Missouri currently ranks 41st out of
50 states when it comes to broadband access, and in small town
and rural areas, Missouri’s urban-rural digital access divide is
greater than 19 percent. This divide throttles non-metro areas in
the activities they desperately need to thrive, such as education,
health care, access to societal services, and general economic
activity.
A December 2018 study from the U.S. Census Bureau shows rural
counties have significantly less access to high-speed internet;
in 2016, the Federal Communications Commission said 39 percent
of rural Americans are without it. Missouri has 30 counties where
more than a third of homes and businesses do not have access to
high-speed internet service; Illinois has 14, Nebraska has 8 and
Colorado has six.
More than a century ago, rural areas faced a similar technological
problem – the lack of electricity and potable water. It was local
government investment and cooperatives that filled in that gap.
Once that happened, commerce began to more easily flow, and
economic activity expanded more rapidly – in both rural and urban
areas.
Today, we are seemingly seeing history repeat itself. But, instead of
electricity being the catalyst for growth, its online connectivity.
Municipal utilities are well positioned to expand these services to
their customers, especially with their existing local utility expertise
and resources.
Now, policymakers and legislators, both federally and in Missouri,
are beginning to realize this truth.
Last year, the State of Missouri created a new state Broadband
Development Office devoted to helping rural communities get
access to high-speed internet. On March 1, the state’s Broadband
Development Office is hosting a “Missouri Broadband Provider
Summit” in St. Louis with four primary objectives: state planning,
provider deployment, mapping/data, and a roundtable. MPUA
providers are invited and encouraged to attend.
The Missouri Legislature also created the Missouri Rural
Broadband Development Fund during last year’s session. Last
month, Governor Mike Parson proposed in his budget
recommendations to the legislature $5 million to jump start these
efforts.
At the federal level, monies more immediately available to jumpstart local efforts to expand broadband were announced in

December 2018 by the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) in an offering of up to $600 million in loans and grants
to help build broadband infrastructure in rural America.
Applications for these monies are due May 31, 2019, or later.
Municipal utility leaders should not let this opportunity go by.
Think of it this way – these are monies available not only to
expand necessary fiber in your community, but it will enhance
your communication networks needed for electric and water

“Municipal utility leaders should
not let this opportunity go by. Think
of it this way – these are monies
available not only to expand necessary fiber in your community, but it
will enhance your communication
networks needed for electric and
water system SCADA.”
system SCADA. Some creative thinking might suggest that the
monies you spend on system (electric/water) communication
improvements might be used as match for grants and loans for a
community broadband effort. Your utility could expand
efficiencies and the operational savings of your existing utilities,
even if the main purpose is to offer a new broadband utility
service, whether wholesale or retail, for your community.
Collectively, a goal like this would support rural America by
enhancing e-connectivity AND modernize traditional utility
services for economic resilience and community sustainability.
The federal program, dubbed the ReConnect Program, is available
to municipal utilities, general local governments, rural electric
cooperatives and utilities, internet service providers, and
telecommunication companies. USDA Rural Development is the
primary agency delivering the program, with assistance from other
federal partners.
USDA will make available approximately $200 million for grants,
as well as $200 million for loan and grant combinations, and $200
(Continued on page 24)
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Regulatory Review

Doug Healy, Healy Law Offices
doug@healylawoffices.com

Grain Belt decision pending at MoPSC
GRAIN BELT HEARING AT THE MISSOURI PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION
With the Clean Line Grain Belt Express (Grain Belt) case back
from the Missouri Supreme Court, where MJMEUC was
successful in overturning the previous Missouri Public Service
Commission (MoPSC) order, the case for the Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity (CCN) was heard over a two-day
hearing at the MoPSC in December. Supplemental direct
testimony was filed on Nov. 12 by MJMEUC and Grain Belt, as
well as by Invenergy Transmission LLC (Invenergy) and ENGIE
North America, Inc.
At the hearing, neither of the two parties opposed to the project,
the landowner’s group and Missouri Farm Bureau, offered any
testimony or witnesses of their own. MoPSC Staff, which had
previously contested the project on both legal and factual
grounds, acceded that with both the Missouri Supreme Court
ruling, and the addition of Invenergy to the project, that the
project was in the public interest.
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At this time, all post-hearing briefs and filings have been made.
The matter is currently under consideration by the MoPSC for a
decision.
On February 1, 2019, Invenergy and Grain Belt filed an
application with the MoPSC for permission for Invenergy to
purchase Clean Line’s Grain Belt project. MJMEUC has filed an
application to intervene in that matter, and will participate in that
case at the MoPSC.
MAMU AND NORTH LITTLE ROCK AGGRESSIVE IN
DEFENSE OF MUNICIPAL UTILITIES AGAINST FCC
After the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) issued an
order that severely limits municipals’ authority over attachments to
their poles and right of way, including existing agreements,
MAMU and North Little Rock, along with other municipalities
and APPA, moved swiftly in December to prevent the FCC from
overstepping their legal boundaries. The FCC has taken a very
broad interpretation of the Federal Telecommunications Act of
(Continued on page 26)

Pretreatment Programs: benefits and implementation
By Lacey Hirschvogel | lhirschvogel@mpua.org

A

ll nondomestic dischargers must comply with pretreatment
standards to ensure the goals of the Missouri Clean Water
Law and Clean Water Act. So what does this mean for a
municipality? It means that the local municipalities are
responsible for implementing and enforcing the national
pretreatment program requirements. Until recently, the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources has been fairly silent on this
subject. However, in mid-2017, the Department’s pretreatment
unit was moved under its compliance and enforcement section.
Since this transition, we have seen more action from the
Department wanting to assist and regulate municipalities that
have not developed and implemented their pretreatment
program. A pretreatment program is part of your NPDES permit
requirements and therefore, is an importance piece of staying out
of enforcement.
Pretreatment benefits: The program is designed ultimately to
protect your community as well as your wastewater infrastructure.
When industry comes to your community, there is an opportunity
for many different types of metals, chemicals, solvents, and other
industrial waste to mix within your pipes and cause harm.
Adequate implementation of a pretreatment program prevents
the introduction of pollutants into the wastewater facility that
interfere with the operation, improves opportunities to recycle

and reclaim municipal and industrial wastewater sludge, and
prevents pass-through of harmful pollutants to the environment.
Parts of the program: The city code will need to be updated
with an approved ordinance that allows you to be the legal
authority of the pretreatment program. For examples of an
ordinance, visit: https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/
pretreatment_model_suo.pdf for EPA’s version; or contact
MPUA for the City of Sikeston’s ordinance that was recently
approved by MDNR and EPA.
Next, you will need to develop site-specific local limits for the
industries to meet. The site-specific local limits are written to be
protective of your specific facility. DNR and EPA have written a
detailed spreadsheet on how to develop these local limits. Copies
of the spreadsheet can be found at MPUA, MDNR, or EPA
Region 7.
Finally, it is important to document how you will permit,
inspect, monitor, and enforce the program within your
community. Public participation is encouraged throughout the
process, and an annual report to MDNR ensures transparency of
the program.
(Continued on page 23)
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Hydropower Watch

Nicki Fuller, SPRA
nfuller@sprahydro.com

“Preference Principle” anchors access to federal
hydropower by public power utilities

T

he “preference principle” is one of the most powerful
movements behind public power. As a former executive
director of the American Public Power Association stated, the
preference principle is “the Magna Carta of public power”. So
what is this principle, where did it come from, and how does it
benefit Federal hydropower customers today?
As it relates to federal power, the preference principle states that
rural municipally-owned utilities, electric cooperatives, and public
bodies such as state power authorities and public utility districts
shall be given the first right to purchase the energy and capacity
generated by federal resources, including the dams owned by the
U.S Army Corps of Engineers. The fundamental reason for this
long-held tenet is that the waterways of our country belong to all
of the people. This principle can also be seen in hydro licensing
preference, marketing preference, and rural electrification loan
preference.
The concept of federal resources being used for the good of all
of the public is one that we have seen throughout American’s
history. As early as the 17th century, one of the colonies ordered

CHECK IT OUT!
And register for

SPRING TECH 2019.
on pages 14 & 15.
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removal of a private dam because it interfered with public
navigation. In the late 18th century, the Northwest Ordinance
affirmed that certain waters “were to be forever free of taxes,
imposts, and duties”. In 1877, the Desert Lands Act required
surplus reclamation water on public land to be held for public uses
such as irrigation. Later, Teddy Roosevelt would veto bills that
sought to authorize private development of federal resources.
Because of Roosevelt’s famous veto in 1903, a private dam and
power station at Muscle Shoals, Alabama, was prevented, and the
road was paved for the creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The preference principle we think of today was codified in 1944
with the passage of the Flood Control Act. The Act created the
Power Marketing Administrations (PMAs), including Southwestern
Power Administration (SWPA). When explaining the purpose of
the newly-formed PMAs, Herald Ickes, Secretary of the Interior at
the time of the passage of the Flood Control Act of 1944 stated,
(Continued on next page)

(Continued from previous page)

“This power is the property of the United States. It is held in
trust for the people and should be disposed of in a manner
consistent with the public interest”. The law directed the PMAs
to “transmit and dispose of such power and energy in such
manner as to encourage the most widespread use thereof at the
lowest possible rates to consumers consistent with sound
business principles…”. Most important, the law also required
“Preference in the sale of such power and energy shall be given
to public bodies and cooperatives”.
Today, the preference principle continues to be alive and well in
the customers of the PMAs. Nearly 40 percent of electric power
consumers in Missouri and Arkansas use and benefit from
federal hydropower. These customers are able to receive this
power using the preference principle set forth in the Flood
Control Act of 1944. Every day, the customers of SWPA use
federal resources to serve the greater public good by providing
power at the lowest possible rates. Public power has consistently
come under attack when private entities have tried to eradicate
the preference principle, attempting to allow this power to be
sold for a profit. But, as our forefathers realized, these resources
belong to the people. To uphold the preference principle is to
uphold the idea that federal resources are for the use and benefit
of the people and not for private companies to realize a return
for their shareholders. ◄
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( Member Spotlight: CONWAY CORP… continued from page 9)

•In 2016, Conway began installing digital electric and water
meters throughout the community as a part of an advanced meter
infrastructure (AMI) project. Electric meter upgrades are
substantially complete, and about a third of the advanced water
metering is done, scheduled for completion by the end of 2019.
The advanced metering already provides important improved
outage management and billing accuracy.
CYBERSECURITY: NEW CHALLENGES, NEW FOCUS
In the information age, the modernizing of utilities has been
accompanied by greater responsibilities for information security.
Among its peers in the municipal utility field, Conway Corp has
earned respect for the quality of its approach to cybersecurity
challenges.
In 2017, that focus led to Conway Corp creating a new full-time
information security position, and hiring Jerry Stewart as
Administrator of Information Risk and Compliance.
“We had a lot of work to do, and that’s the case for many public
utilities,” Stewart said. “We’ve made headway, but there’s still a lot
to do. It’s a concern that will only grow, for all utilities.”
Stewart explained that utilities present the possibility for cyberthreats to cross into the physical realm. “In some fields, you're
dealing with people's information. But here, if a SCADA
environment were breached, it could cause actual physical or
environmental chaos from a cyberattack.” Stewart says that the
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The Conway Corp water systems team provides the
city more than 8 million gallons of clean water a day.
number one cybersecurity need for most utilities is information
security awareness training. “We are focused on training staff not
to open emails or click on URLs they shouldn't,” he said. “An
additional challenge for the industry is gaining a complete
inventory and knowledge of physical and logical data assets and
creating the administrative, operational and technical controls to
reduce risk. ”
For more than 85 years, from its beginnings supporting the city’s
educational mission to staying abreast of newer times and
technologies, Conway Corp continues to rise to the occasion,
serve its neighbors, and enhance the quality of life in its
community. ◄

(Pretreatment… continued from page 19)

Implementation of the program: Determine what type of
industry is found in your municipality. The industrial user can be
designated as a categorical industry, non-significant categorical
industrial user, and middle-tier categorical industrial user. Most
general pretreatment regulations will apply to the categorical
industrial user and not necessarily the other two classifications. The
categorical industrial users are the types of facilities that your city
will need to regulate; including: metal finishing, pharmaceutical
manufacturing, metal forming, transportation equipment cleaning,
and others.
Once you have identified the type of industries, it should be easier
to determine what type and the volume of pollutants that will be
contributed by such users. Notify and work with your industries.
Share the municipality’s enforcement response plan that contains
detailed procedures indicating how you will investigate and
respond to industries that are in non-compliance. It is important to
establish good relationships with open communication so that
there are no surprises about expectations if an emergency should
occur.

All of the components of requirements within a pretreatment
program can seem overwhelming. Create a calendar of when you
plan to inspect and monitor your industrial users and sample and
analyze industrial user discharges. It is important to stay on track
with pretreatment authority requirements so that you do not end
up in noncompliance with the state and federal requirements.
Pretreatment compliance assistance: Navigating through the
pretreatment program process is a difficult process for all
communities. MPUA has a number of resources and associate
members that are available to help you through the development,
renewal, and implementation of your program. Please contact
Lacey Hirschvogel at lhirschvogel@mpua.org with all of your
pretreatment questions. ◄

Develop and administer the permits. The permits can include a
schedule of compliance when it is necessary to meet the applicable
limits. Also, make sure that you include a reporting mechanism
within the permit so that the industry can demonstrate compliance
with the permit.
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(Advocacy Watch,… continued from page 17)

million for low-interest loans. For additional information, see page
64,315 of the Dec. 14 Federal Register. [www.govinfo.gov/
content/pkg/FR-2018-12-14/pdf/2018-27038.pdf]
Projects funded through this initiative must serve communities
with fewer than 20,000 people with no broadband service or
where service is slower than 10 megabits per second (mbps)
download and 1 mbps upload. Ninety-three percent (93%) of
MPUA’s membership are communities of less than 20,000 in
population. Most of these members would be eligible for these
monies.
Approved projects must create access speeds of at least 25 mbps
download and 3 mbps upload. Priority will be awarded for
projects that propose to deliver higher-capacity connections to
rural homes, businesses and farms. USDA seeks to stretch these
funds as far as possible by leveraging existing networks and
systems without overbuilding existing services greater than 10/1
mbps.
Evaluation criteria include connecting agricultural production and
marketing, e-Commerce, health care and education facilities.
Previous research by USDA has demonstrated that high-capacity
broadband is critical to all aspects of rural prosperity, including the
ability to grow and attract businesses, retain and develop talent,
and maintain rural quality of life.
To help customers with the application process, USDA has
(Continued on page 25)
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(Continued from previous page)

established a web resource portal at reconnect.usda.gov. This
website is best viewed using Chrome, Firefox, Safari, or
Microsoft Edge.
In April 2017, President Trump established the Interagency Task
Force on Agriculture and Rural Prosperity to identify legislative,
regulatory and policy changes that could promote agriculture and
prosperity in rural communities. In January 2018, Secretary
Perdue presented the Task Force’s findings to President Trump.
These findings included 31 recommendations to align the federal
government with state, local and tribal governments to take
advantage of opportunities that exist in rural America. Increasing
investments in rural infrastructure is a key recommendation of
the task force.
To view the report in its entirety, please view the Report to the
President of the United States from the Task Force on
Agriculture and Rural Prosperity [www.usda.gov/sites/default/
files/documents/rural-prosperity-report.pdf]. In addition, to
view the categories of the recommendations, please view
the Rural Prosperity infographic [www.usda.gov/sites/default/
files/documents/rural-task-force-infographic.pdf ].
MPUA will monitor the development of these funding
opportunities. As always, if you have questions, please feel free to
call or email our offices at (573) 445-3279 or email us at
info@mpua.org. ◄
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(Regulatory Review… continued from page 18)

1996 in its application to municipal utilities. In particular, the
federal Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has issued two decisions
in the last 10 years that stated that municipal authorities could
set reasonable conditions for the placement of
telecommunication devices on municipal property, whereas the
FCC order removes that lawful right.
Missouri and Arkansas, both within the Eighth Circuit Court of
Appeals, filed litigation against the FCC and requested an
emergency stay from the Eight Circuit in an attempt to keep the
litigation within the Eighth Circuit and our favorable law. Similar
litigation by municipalities and APPA are also pending in the
D.C. Circuit, the Tenth Circuit, and the Ninth Circuit.
Given that emergency stays are rarely granted, it was
disappointing but not unsurprising that our stay request was
ultimately denied. Originally, our case was consolidated with the
other cases in the Tenth Circuit, but all of those cases, including
ours, have now been transferred to the Ninth Circuit. The law of
the Ninth Circuit, while not as favorable as the Eighth Circuit, is
more favorable than the Tenth Circuit. Given the impact of this
case on the long-term operations of utilities in both Missouri and
Arkansas, we are considering our litigation strategy going
forward.
FERC EXAMINES RETURN ON EQUITY ISSUES
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued an
order on Oct. 16, 2018 proposing a new approach to establishing
the Return on Equity (ROE) included in cost-based electric rates
and for determining when an ROE is just and reasonable. If
adopted, FERC’s proposed methodologies will tend to produce
ROEs that are higher than those indicated by FERC’s traditional
method, and make it harder for customers to succeed in
complaints alleging that a utility’s ROE has become excessive.
This order was predicated on the D.C. Circuit’s Emera Maine
decision, which found that while FERC’s decision in the New
England RTO ROE case (which lowered that ROE significantly)
was within FERC’s authority under the Federal Power Act,
FERC did not explain its methodology well enough for the
Court to enforce the Order.
Although the Order directly addresses only the four pending
complaints concerning the New-England RTO ROE, and
appears to be only a “proposal” for how to proceed therein,
FERC has signaled that it intends to apply much of its new
approach to all future electric ROE cases. MJMEUC continues
to stay involved in this important process with assistance from
Spiegel & McDiarmid, and MJMEUC continues to be aligned in
this litigation with both the MoPSC and Mississippi Public
Service Commissions. ◄
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(Washington Report ...continued from page 13)

power system resiliency.
Public power’s continued access to tax-exempt municipal bonds
remains an ever-present priority for us in Congress.
President Trump in late 2017 signed into law a measure, H.R. 1,
which retained the current-law tax exemption for municipal bonds
but prohibited the issuance of tax-exempt advance refunding
bonds and tax credit bonds after Dec. 31, 2017.
Retention of the tax exemption for municipal bonds will save
public power utilities, as well as their customers, billions of dollars
annually.
The Association believes the federal tax exclusion for municipal
bond interest should not be limited or replaced. In addition, we
strongly support enactment of legislation to reinstate advance
refunding bonds, simplify municipal bond private-use rules, and
increase the current small-issuer exception limit from $10 million
to $30 million.
Endangered Species Act reform is also on our radar this year.
There were several legislative and regulatory efforts to reform the
ESA last year, but none of them became law. The Administration
released proposed revisions to the ESA implementing regulations
in July 2018.
We will also track any legislative activity in the areas of wholesale
electricity markets and pole attachments in 2019. ◄
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